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QUESTION 1

Which three options are true about parallel queries when PARALLEL_DEGREE_POLICY is set to MANUAL and the
session is using the default settings for parallel query, DDL, and DML? 

A. A subquery in a parallel DML is parallelized only if it includes a parallel hint. 

B. The number of parallel execution servers requested for a cursor is based on the greatest degree of parallelism
associated with any object accessed by the cursor. 

C. A SELECT statement can be executed in parallel only if no scalar subqueries are contained in the SELECT list. 

D. In a CREATE TABLE . . . AS SELECT (CTAS) statement, SELECT is parallelized only if create TABLE is
parallelized. 

E. In an INSERT INTO . . . SELECT FROM statement, INSERT is parallelized if select is parallelized. 

F. Single row inserts are never executed is parallel. 

Correct Answer: CEF 

* Decision to Parallelize 

A SELECT statement can be parallelized only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

/ The query includes a parallel hint specification (PARALLEL or PARALLEL_INDEX) or the schema objects referred to in
the query have a PARALLEL declaration associated with them. / At least one of the tables specified in the query
requires one of the following: 

A full table scan 

An index range scan spanning multiple partitions 

/ (C) No scalar subqueries are in the SELECT list. 

*

 By default, the system only uses parallel execution when a parallel degree has been explicitly set on an object or if a
parallel hint is specified in the SQL statement. 

*

 CREATE TABLE ... AS SELECT in Parallel 

Parallel execution lets you parallelize the query and create operations of creating a table as a subquery from another
table or set of tables. This can be extremely useful in the creation of summary or rollup tables. 

Clustered tables cannot be created and populated in parallel. 

* PARALLEL_DEGREE_POLICY specifies whether or not automatic degree of Parallelism, statement queuing, and in-
memory parallel execution will be enabled. 

MANUAL 

Disables automatic degree of parallelism, statement queuing, and in-memory parallel execution. This reverts the
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behavior of parallel execution to what it was prior to Oracle Database 11g Release 2 (11.2). This is the default. 

Incorrect: 

A: 

*

 For parallel DML (INSERT, UPDATE, MERGE, and DELETE), the reference object that determines the DOP (degree of
parallelism) is the table being modified by and insert, update, or delete operation. Parallel DML also adds some limits to
the DOP to prevent deadlock. If the parallel DML statement includes a subquery, the subquery\\'s DOP is the same as
the DML operation. 

*

 For parallel DDL, the reference object that determines the DOP is the table, index, or partition being created, rebuilt,
split, or moved. If the parallel DDL statement includes a subquery, the subquery\\'s DOP is the same as the DDL
operation. 

D: The CREATE TABLE ... AS SELECT statement contains two parts: a CREATE part (DDL) and a SELECT part
(query). Oracle Database can parallelize both parts of the statement. The query part of a CREATE TABLE ... AS
SELECT statement can be parallelized only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

The query includes a parallel hint specification (PARALLEL or PARALLEL_INDEX) or the CREATE part of the
statement has a PARALLEL clause specification or the schema objects referred to in the query have a PARALLEL
declaration associated with them. 

At least one of the tables specified in the query requires one of the following: a full table scan or an index range scan
spanning multiple partitions. 

Reference: Oracle Database VLDB and Partitioning Guide, Using Parallel Execution 

 

QUESTION 2

You are administering a database that supports an OLTP application. To set statistics preferences, you issued the
following command: 

SQL > DBMS_STATS.SET_GLOBAL_PREFS (`ESTIMATE_PERCENT\\', `9\\'); 

What will be the effect of executing this procedure? 

A. It will influence the gathering of statistics for a table based on the value specified for ESTIMATE_PERCENT provided
on table preferences for the same table exist. 

B. It will influence dynamic sampling for a query to estimate the statistics based on ESTIMATE_PERCENT. 

C. The automatic statistics gathering job running in the maintenance window will use global preferences unless table
preferences for the same table exist. 

D. New objects created will use global preference even if table preferences are specified. 

Correct Answer: C 

Note: 
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*

 With the DBMS_STATS package you can view and modify optimizer statistics gathered for database objects. 

*

 The SET_GLOBAL_PREFS procedure e is used to set the global statistics preferences. 

*

 ESTIMATE_PERCENT - The value determines the percentage of rows to estimate. The valid range is [0.000001,100].
Use the constant DBMS_STATS.AUTO_SAMPLE_SIZE to have Oracle determine the appropriate sample size for good
statistics. This is the default. 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine Exhibit 1 to view the query and its execution plan. 
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Examine Exhibit 2 to view the structure and indexes for the EMPLOYEES and DEPARTMENTS tables. Examine Exhibit
3 to view the initialization parameters for the instance. 
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Why is sort-merge join chosen as the access method? 

A. Because the OPTIMIZER_MODE parameter is set to ALL_ROWS. 

B. Because of an inequality condition. 

C. Because the data is not sorted in the LAST_NAME column of the EMPLOYEES table 

D. Because of the LIKE operator used in the query to filter out records 

Correct Answer: A 

Incorrect: 

B: There is not an inequality condition in the statement. 

C: Merge joins are beneficial if the columns are sorted. 

D: All regular joins should be able to use Hash or Sort Merge, except LIKE, !=, and NOT ... joins. 

Note: 

*

 A sort merge join is a join optimization method where two tables are sorted and then joined. 

*

 A "sort merge" join is performed by sorting the two data sets to be joined according to the join keys and then merging
them together. The merge is very cheap, but the sort can be prohibitively expensive especially if the sort spills to disk.
The cost of the sort can be lowered if one of the data sets can be accessed in sorted order via an index, although
accessing a high proportion of blocks of a table via an index scan can also be very expensive in comparison to a full
table scan. 

*

 Sort merge joins are useful when the join condition between two tables is an inequality condition (but not a nonequality)
like =. Sort merge joins 

perform better than nested loop joins for large data sets. You cannot use hash joins unless there is an equality
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condition. 

*

 When the Optimizer Uses Sort Merge Joins 

The optimizer can choose a sort merge join over a hash join for joining large amounts of data if any of the following
conditions are true: 

/ The join condition between two tables is not an equi-join. 

/ Because of sorts already required by other operations, the optimizer finds it is cheaper to use a sort merge than a hash
join. Reference: Oracle Database Performance Tuning Guide , Sort Merge Joins 

 

QUESTION 4

You executed the following statements: 

Which two statements are true about the query execution? 

A. The execution plan is generated and fetched from the library cache. 

B. The query executes and displays the execution plan and statistics. 

C. The query executes and inserts the execution plan in PLAN_TABLE. 

D. The query executes and execution plan is stored in the library cache and can be viewed using v$SQL_PLAN. 

E. The query will always use the plan displayed by the AUTOTRACE output. 

Correct Answer: BD 

B: set autotrace traceonly: Displays the execution plan and the statistics (as set autotrace on does), but doesn\\'t print a
query\\'s result. 

Note: 

/ Autotrace 

Autotrace can be configured to run the SQL and gives a plan and statistics afterwards or just give you an explain plan
without executing the query. To achieve this 

use the following: 

*

 Explain only 
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set autotrace traceonly explain 

*

 Execute with stats and explain plan 

set autotrace on explain stat (with data returned by query) 

or 

autotrace traceo expl stat (without data returned by query) 

*

 To make the output from an autotrace more readable 

col plan_plus_exp format a100 

*

 Turn off autotrace 

set autotrace off 

/ V$SQL_PLAN contains the execution plan information for each child cursor loaded in the library cache.
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/server.112/e40402/dynviews_3054.htm#REFRN30250 

 

QUESTION 5

When would bind peeking be done for queries that vary only in values used in the WHERE clause? 

A. When the column used in the WHERE clause has evenly distributed data and histogram exists on that column. 

B. When the column used in the WHERE clause has evenly distributed data and index exists on that column. 

C. When the column used in the WHERE clause has non uniform distribution of data, uses a bind variable, and no
histogram exists for the column. 

D. When the column used in the WHERE clause has non uniform distribution of data and histogram exists for the
column. 

Correct Answer: B 
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